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"The old servant has seen the master, but I hope the master will make atonement for the delay." 

 

Without saying a word, the old woman knelt down in front of Ye luo'er and said respectfully. 

 

Seeing this scene, the indifference in ye luo'er's eyes has not subsided, but in his heart, there is a 

confusion. 

 

"Why do you call me master?" Asked Ye Luo Er. 

 

"If you have the ancestral dragon blood, you are the leader of the dragon family in the world. Of course, 

I will call you master." 

 

The old woman raised her head, looked at ye luo'er with turbid eyes, and squeezed out a smile that was 

worse than crying. 

 

"Master, how can you appear in this place, and you are so seriously injured." The old woman then 

asked. 

 

"I don't know." Yelor shook her head. "What is this place?" 

 

"It's called the land of nine deaths. It's the most dangerous and hopeless place in xingxuan. Master, you 

can't survive in xingxuan. The people here are sinister and vicious, just like those three fierce beasts. So 

you must follow me. I'm the only one worthy of your trust." 

 

The old woman looked at ye luo'er and said respectfully. 

 



"The land of nine deaths?" Ye luo'er frowns slightly. In her newly awakened memory, it seems that there 

are some records about the situation of nine deaths. There was a great war that destroyed the heaven 

and the earth, and it has indeed become an extremely dangerous hopeless situation. 

 

However, for the old woman in front of her, ye luo'er still can't completely trust her. Her current state is 

really too bad. If the old woman is plotting against her, she has no strength to resist at all. 

 

"In that case, please help me heal first, and then you and I will leave here." Ye Luo Er is deep in thought, 

looking at the old woman to open a mouth to say. 

 

"No problem." 

 

The old woman had no opinion. She looked like a loyal servant. She nodded at the moment and became 

a dragon directly. 

 

"Master, please come to my back. I'll help you heal and leave here by the way." 

 

"Good." 

 

There is no doubt about the performance of the old woman, and ye luo'er has no reason to refuse, and 

then steps to the old woman's back. 

 

The golden light was shining, and the Dragon scales were just like the glass. Ye luo'er sat down cross 

legged. She felt a pure force pouring into her body. The old woman was really helping her heal. 

 

Ye luo'er felt relieved and closed her eyes and began to take care of her injuries. 

 

But at this moment, the dragon's eyes flash a touch of cold, mouth hook up a touch of arc. 

 

"Naive fool, ZuLong's blood is true, but what about that? In this situation of nine deaths, no identity is 

important, and nothing can be handed down! " 

 



The old woman rose abruptly into the air and flew away into the distance. 

 

"Take this innocent guy to see Hanyuan emperor Zun in the Diyuan palace. He will surely give me a great 

reward. Hanyuan emperor Zun has been looking for the ancestral dragon blood for more than 100000 

years outside the territory, so we can imagine his longing for the ancestral dragon blood!" 

 

The old woman was excited to the extreme. Emperor Hanyuan respected the power of heaven and 

controlled infinite resources. She gave ye luo'er to Emperor Hanyuan, and the benefits in return could 

make her soar into the sky. 

 

At this moment, ye luo'er, who is in the process of healing, suddenly realizes that something is wrong. 

The pure power passed to her by the old woman is not right! 

 

With the help of the old woman's strength, ye luo'er finds that her wound is not improved, but her body 

is restrained. 

 

This old woman has not yet found ye luo'er aware of the clue. Ye luo'er's eyes flicker at the sight, and 

has not identified it. 

 

"Well, I thought? I'd like to see what you're taking me for! " 

 

Ye luo'er's killing intention appears in her eyes, and converges in the next second, as if nothing has 

happened. However, the power in her body is slowly surging to find a way to break the prohibition. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, not far from ye luo'er, Xuanyuan moxie hid in a cave with a gloomy face and watched 

ye luo'er be rescued and taken away by the old woman. 

 

"Damn it, I didn't die like this. It's a big life." 

 



Xuanyuan moxie couldn't help but scold. His Chongguang Shenxia palace was still in ye luo'er's hands. At 

the moment, ye luo'er was rescued by the old woman. He lost the opportunity to take back Chongguang 

Shenxia palace, so he was furious. 

 

But time back a day ago, Xuanyuan moxie fell into the realm of nine deaths, and woke up to find that he 

was in the boundless darkness. It turned out that he had just fallen into a mountain cave. 

 

The mountain is as high as a cloud, and there are winding channels everywhere. Xuanyuan moxie walked 

along the cave for a long time, but he just found the cave at the other end of the mountain, and 

happened to see ye luo'er and everything she experienced. 

 

"Well, I haven't recovered from my injury. I don't know what the hell is here. I'd better take care of it 

first." 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie has almost no combat power at the moment, which is no better than ye luo'er. He has 

just seen the sudden emergence of a wave of beasts and fierce animals, as well as the old woman who 

saved ye luo'er. They are all powerful. 

 

This is obviously not a simple place, I am afraid there are countless masters, he is now in such a state to 

walk here is a near death."Hiss!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie suddenly took a breath of cold air, and his eyes flashed to his shoulder. From time to 

time, his bloody broken arm sent bursts of sharp pain, which made him think of Ye Chen, and the hatred 

in his eyes was almost condensed into essence. 

 

"It's you who got me so far. When I get away from here, I'll make you worse than dead and suffer from 

me forever!" 

 

He scolded Ye Chen angrily in his heart, and Xuanyuan moxie turned to go to the cave. When he was 

shuttling through the passageway in the mountain, he found something strange. There was a vast and 

boundless atmosphere spreading in the deep of the mountain passage, beyond the holy ancestral realm, 

which made him curious. 

 



Xuanyuan moxie didn't feel any danger from the depths of the mountain, but he still chose to 

recuperate for half a day because of his cautious nature. When the wound recovered, he went to the 

place he felt. 

 

"Boom 

 

With the deepening of Xuanyuan ink evil, the passageway in the mountain has become wider and wider, 

as if it were formed by a giant python shuttling through the mountains. The walls of the passage are 

smooth as jade, and even reflect light, which contains a charm of water. 

 

At the same time, there are also bursts of violent sound, roaring in the passage transmission, as if the 

sky burst in general, let people hear deafening, even the spirit is shaking. 

 

"What power is this?" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie's heart vibrated, and his steps suddenly quickened, and he entered the cave more 

quickly. 

 

"Crash!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil went to the end of the channel, everything in front of him suddenly opened up, his 

eyes also rose a touch of shock. 

 

Deep in the mountain, it is a place like a small world. Inside the mountain, there is a dense forest with 

beautiful flowers and beautiful scenery. There are also waterfalls flowing out of the mountain. It is like a 

river pouring down into the dense forest, causing deafening sound. 
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"The sound was made by the waterfall." 

 



Xuanyuan moxie's eyes are deep. He looks at the waterfall. It is impossible for ordinary waterfalls to 

make such a noise, let alone make him pay attention to it. 

 

The water of this waterfall contains a supreme charm, and it is extremely heavy. Although it is not 

comparable to the yellow spring water, it is also of extraordinary weight. 

 

"This..." 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil fiercely from the channel to the lower dense forest, and then came to the front of the 

waterfall, close to feel the vast, unruly water, that wonderful charm is more and more clear. 

 

"This is the source of water, the power of the source!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie suddenly widened his eyes and looked at the waterfall in disbelief. The water flow of 

the waterfall actually contained the source force, which shocked him. 

 

"This place has great opportunities and great fortune!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie was shocked in his heart and explored the dense forest for a long time. This dense 

forest was not very big, because he quickly inspected all of them, and there was no special place. 

 

The only special thing is this waterfall. Xuanyuan moxie's eyes are locked on the waterfall again. At the 

moment, he looks up to the upstream of the waterfall, which is the place where the water gushes out 

and the only place he has not explored in this dense forest. 

 

The current of the waterfall is too heavy, and Xuanyuan moxie dare not take advantage of it. If he is hit 

by a waterfall, he will die of vomiting blood directly. 

 

Therefore, Xuanyuan ink evil can only temporarily suppress the mind, directly sit in the waterfall not far 

away to recuperate the injury. 

 



At the moment, Xuanyuan moxie suddenly found that the supreme charm contained in the waterfall and 

the power of water entered his body with his cultivation, and these forces accelerated his healing speed 

several times. 

 

"Good thing, what a good thing!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie was suddenly excited. At the same time, after absorbing the power of water, he also 

found that the source of the power of water was the source of the waterfall. Countless water flowed 

from the cracks in the mountain above, which was magnificent and vast. 

 

Want to continue to get into the gap between the two eyes of Xuanyuan ink. 

 

On the other side, ye Chen, Zha Tian Mo and Jun Mo appear in the world of nine deaths. Their position is 

actually an altar. 

 

The altar is huge, as if it were used by the giant who created the world in the ancient times. Even the 

runes carved on the altar are terrible, and there is a terrible breath of destroying the heaven and the 

earth. 

 

"What is this place?" 

 

Ye Chen eyebrows slightly pick, already aware of the extraordinary place of this altar, and they enter the 

nine dead place is random, so they do not know where they are in the nine death situation. 

 

"I'm afraid it's not a good place. It's better to leave as soon as possible." 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo's face was dignified and said that the blood in his body was shaking violently at 

the moment, as if in fear, which made him uneasy. 

 

"Yes." 

 



Ye Chen slightly nods at the smell of speech, and he also vaguely feels bad. Moreover, he enters the 

realm of nine deaths in order to find ye luo'er, and there is no need to compare with this altar. 

 

At the moment, they want to fly away from the altar, but they can't fly away from the altar. 

 

"I have to walk away." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, and felt more and more wrong. 

 

And around the altar, there are endless forests, one after another straight into the sky of the sky big 

trees shielding the sun, only a little bit of light through the gap in the leaves. 

 

And the leaves of these big trees have grown into all kinds of weapons. They look very strange. 

 

"Be careful. I always feel dangerous." 

 

Jun Mo at the moment with a gloomy face said, his body has been tense, has been in the state of ready 

to fight, his blood tremor more intense, also let him more fear this place. 

 

The altar is very big. Although Ye Chen can't fly, the speed of their action is not slow. After a while, they 

walk to the edge of the altar. 

 

"Hoo." 

 

All the way, Jun Mo was very nervous. At the moment, he felt relieved when he came to the edge of the 

altar. 

 

"I think too much." 

 

Jun Mo shook his head and laughed. 



 

"No 

 

Ye Chen smell speech but face slightly change, dead looking at the front of the woods, eyes more and 

more dignified. 

 

"Something!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly and violently drinks, at the same time, the destruction of Shinto erupts, and the 

violent destructive power sweeps out. 

 

And in the woods, at this moment, there are countless weapons flying. These weapons are the leaves of 

the big trees in the sky. 

 

"Boom 

 

The power of destruction is rampant and unmatched, and collides with these weapons. To Ye Chen's 

surprise, these weapons are nothing but the blades of leaves, which are extremely hard and sharp. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

With the fierce and incomparable power, many weapons came and even penetrated the barrier of 

destructive power. The edge of destroying heaven and earth seemed to cut through the sun and 

moon."Blood kills spirit rain!" 

 

Jun Mo has been on guard, at the moment to see this all over the sky blade attack, suddenly angry, his 

body countless blood light emerged. 

 

The blood light of the ancient vicissitudes, with its vast power, actually condenses into drops of rain on 

the sky, and in an instant the blood red torrential rain falls continuously. 

 



A number of weapons were hit by the rain and were eliminated in an instant. The blood red rain was full 

of destruction, which was even similar to Ye Chen's destruction Shinto. 

 

See this scene, ye Chen can't help but look at Jun Mo, Jun Mo hidden things are really much, he has not 

seen this guy. 

 

And at this moment, the dark and dark forest in front of him, the endless vast magic gas suddenly 

soared into the air, roaring and sweeping into the forest. 

 

"Something's sneaky. Get out of here!" 

 

With a roar of anger, the evil spirit like destroying heaven and earth instantly eliminated countless trees, 

and the forest in front of him was suddenly emptied, revealing the existence hidden in it. 

 

This is actually a huge body, dressed in animal skin giants, the giant also holds a big tree leaf blade, 

covetously looking at Ye Chen three people. 

 

These giant bodies also have strange patterns, these patterns even flow over their bodies, flashing light 

from time to time, breaking the sky like violent force pouring into the giant's body from the patterns. 

 

These giants are very powerful, most of them have the power of the holy ancestral realm, and the 

biggest ones even reach the seventh level of the holy ancestral realm. 

 

Among these giants, one of the tallest and brightest figures on his body is obviously their leader. At the 

moment, the leader looks at Ye Chen and opens his mouth abruptly. 

 

"Abu Allah!" 

 

"What did he say?" Jun Mo did not understand the giant, he did not understand. 

 

"It's the language of the giant." He looked at the giant with a twinkle in his eyes. 

 



"The giant of the wood?" The gentleman Mo hears the speech not to be stunned, surprised to see to 

cover the day evil emperor, obviously did not expect to cover the day evil emperor even such language 

all understand. 

 

And ye Chen is not too surprised at the moment, Zha Tianmo Di knows a lot of Xinmi, and it is not 

strange to know some strange language. 

 

"Cangmu giant, one of the giants, lives on the divine tree, the sky and giant wood." And then he said. 

 

"But these are obviously not real cangmu giants in front of us, but they contain some blood of them. The 

cangmu giant family has been extinct long ago." 

 

The king of covering the sky was staring at the giant's leader, and his eyes flashed with disdain. 

 

"What did he say?" Jun Mo can't help but ask. 
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"He asked what we do." The dark demon emperor opened his mouth and immediately looked at the 

giant's leader. 

 

For a moment, the dark emperor and the giant leader even started talking. Ye Chen and ye Chen 

couldn't understand a word they said. However, they could feel the giant's language with the power of 

rules. 

 

It's not so much that the Diablo and the giant leaders are communicating with each other by language, 

but by rules. 

 

Every word of cangmu giant contains the power of grand rules. When the dark devil emperor and the 

giant leader talk, there are rainstorms, strong winds and even thunder and lightning from time to time in 

the sky. This is because their language has triggered the rules of heaven and earth. 



 

After a moment, the emperor and the giant leader stopped communicating, and the giant's hostility to 

Ye Chen disappeared. 

 

"Ha ha, these guys are still very simple. They were forced to flee here, and this is their ancestral land. 

Only when they found out that we were here and thought we were invaders, they launched the attack." 

He said. 

 

"Can we go now?" Jun Mo heard the speech and immediately asked, although these giant trees have 

good strength, he didn't pay attention to them. However, the altar made him feel uneasy. He always felt 

that something bad would happen, so he wanted to leave as soon as possible. 

 

"Of course, but the giants said they were driven into this forest, and behind them there were beasts of 

infinite ferocity." The devil emperor immediately said. 

 

"Fierce beast? Kill it 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed a obliteration, he came to the situation of death is to find ye luo'er, at the 

moment do not want to be hindered by anything. 

 

"These fierce beasts are not a problem, but their leaders are afraid to be hard to deal with." Hearing 

this, the dark emperor shook his head solemnly and looked deep into the forest, as if he could see 

through the forest and see the outside world. 

 

"What is the leader of strength?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart frets, can let cover the sky evil emperor feel difficult to deal with, this fierce beast 

leader's strength is afraid to be very strong. 

 

"Mend the sky." The dark emperor slowly said. 

 

"Mending the sky?" 



 

At the moment, Junmo can't help but cry out. His strength is just the nine layers of heaven in the holy 

ancestral realm, and ye Chen and Zha Tianmo Di are the same. A fierce beast in the early days of the sky 

mending realm can crush them. 

 

"It's a problem." 

 

Jun Mo can't help but open his mouth and say that his face is a little ugly. 

 

"How long will these fierce beasts get here?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flicker when he hears the speech. At present, the three of them do not have the strength 

to shake the fierce beast in the sky mending environment. Fighting with them is bound to cause 

damage. 

 

Hearing the speech, Zha Tianmo Di said solemnly, "this leader has just said that they fled all the way. 

The leader of the fierce beast has been hanging in the back all the time, and has not started. I don't 

know what the plan is, but I'm afraid it will arrive here soon. 

 

"They had a vast territory, and they were the overlords of thousands of miles." 

 

"But since the fierce beast leader appeared, he has been killing them crazily. Now they are forced to 

return to their ancestral land." 

 

"is this their ancestral land?" 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, the fierce beast in the mouth of the demon emperor has the ability to 

kill these giants. At the moment, it may be a plot to drive them back to their ancestral land. 

 

"That's right." 

 



The demon emperor nodded and then said, "we can't leave now. There will be danger when we meet 

the fierce beast leader. But just now the giant leader told me that they are going to summon the 

ancestor Xuying to help them fight against the fierce beast leader. If we can help them summon the 

ancestor, we will surely defeat the fierce beast leader." 

 

"No, who knows if they are telling the truth or not." 

 

Jun Mo's face suddenly changed, and he said in a hurry that he felt uneasy all the time here and couldn't 

believe the giant. 

 

"Are you questioning me?" Cover the sky evil emperor hears speech, facial expression is cold, coldly look 

to Jun mo. 

 

"The cangmu giant language contains the rules of the road, which does not have the conditions for lying. 

If you don't believe it, you can leave by yourself and try to see if there are fierce animals behind." 

 

The dark emperor looked at Jun Mo coldly. 

 

Smell speech, Jun Mo facial expression is ugly, ye Chen is in one side wave hand to hit round the ground 

to say: "don't be angry, master of the devil emperor, Jun Mo is just careful. After all, in this situation of 

nine deaths, it should be cautious." 

 

See ye Chen to say so, Jun Mo gratefully looked at Ye Chen one eye. 

 

"Master devil, you said the giants asked us to help them summon their ancestors. How can we help 

them?" 

 

Ye Chen immediately opened his mouth and asked, the giant's ancestor, Xu Ying, had no blood 

relationship with them. What can they do to help. 

 

"What's more, I'm afraid the fierce beast forced the giants to their ancestral land on purpose. There 

must be some conspiracy." 

 



Ye Chen then said with deep eyes. 

 

Smell speech, cover the day evil emperor and Jun Mo are a Zheng, they are ignored this point, at the 

moment is reminded by Ye Chen, a time face slightly changed. 

 

"Roar!"At this time, a startling beast roared, and a huge beast came. It turned out to be a golden winged 

ROC. Its feathers were like iron and steel, shining with the most sharp light. The breath of the ROC swept 

the heaven and earth like an invincible killing God, which shocked the whole world. 

 

"Jie Jie, kids, you finally brought me here!" 

 

As soon as the golden winged ROC appears, the ferocious power diffuses, and the power to mend the 

sky is fierce and invincible. The sky is now broken under the wings of the golden winged ROC, and the 

infinite space debris falls down. 

 

"Ulaarah..." 

 

When the giant leader saw the golden winged ROC, he immediately changed his face and quickly looked 

at the dark demon emperor and muttered anxiously. 

 

"What did he say?" 

 

Ye Chen sees that the golden winged ROC above the sky is also slightly changed. The ROC's strength is 

incomparable. What it really is is the strength to fill the sky. They are not rivals. 

 

Maybe we can defeat the golden winged Dapeng by using the six ways of reincarnation, but outside the 

territory, ye Chen's identity is likely to be exposed, so he will not do so unless he has to. 

 

"Boom 

 

At the moment, the golden winged ROC has fallen slowly from the sky. He saw a flash of surprise in Ye 

Chen's eyes. Obviously, he didn't expect outsiders to appear here. 



 

Although surprised, the golden winged ROC did not intend to get close to Ye Chen and the giants. 

Instead, he fell upright at the center of the altar and laughed. 

 

"Ha ha ha, it's a comfortable breath, the pure blood of the giant cangmu! It's so useful to me! " 

 

The golden winged ROC said, and suddenly hit the altar with one claw. In an instant, the great power of 

destroying the heaven and the earth broke out, as if to crush the heavens and bombard the altar. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

When the golden winged ROC's claws were about to fall on the altar, a vast and huge force suddenly 

erupted. The endless light reflected on the altar, and a brilliant barrier rose from the altar, which not 

only blocked the sharp claws like destroying the heaven and earth, but also directly ejected him out. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

The golden winged ROC was hurt by the violent impact of the barrier. In a moment, his mouth vomited 

blood and his claws were cracked. 

 

"What power is this?" 

 

Seeing the barrier raised from the altar, Jun Mo's body was shaking, and the blood in his body suddenly 

rioted, and the whole person seemed to burst open. 

 

The light above the barrier of the altar radiates endless pressure, as if the ruler of the heavens is as 

strong as the ruler of heaven, so that people can not rise a trace of resistance, and even want to kneel 

down on the ground to worship. 
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Seeing this scene, ye Chen was also a little surprised. Although he was not affected by the pressure, the 

power of the altar explosion was obviously beyond his imagination. 

 

But at the moment, although the barrier of the altar appears, it seems a little dim. Obviously, in the 

endless years, there is not much energy left in the big guard array of the altar. At this moment, the 

golden winged ROC flying out of the temple flies back again, which is an endless tyranny in the eyes. 

 

The fierce and murderous spirit of the golden winged ROC swept all directions, and the golden feather 

on his body actually bloomed out the golden brilliance of stabbing eyes at this moment. 

 

"The golden feather breaks the sky!" 

 

The golden feather, like a huge golden plume, is like a giant flame breaking the sky. 

 

Under the bombardment, the light of the altar barrier was dim at the speed visible to the naked eye, 

while the giant leader on the side was more eager, and even ran directly to Ye Chen. 

 

"Go back!" 

 

Seeing this, the dark emperor suddenly gave a sharp drink. The fierce and incomparable evil Qi swept 

out, and immediately forced the giant leader back. 

 

"Poop 

 

After the giant leader was forced to retreat, a touch of despair flashed in his eyes, and he knelt down 

directly in front of the dark devil emperor. It was also a string of giant words that he could not 

understand. 

 

"What is he talking about?" 

 

Ye Chen sees form eyebrow a pick, see to cover the sky evil emperor to say. 

 



"He said that the altar is the most important thing of their ethnic group, which contains the ancestral 

blood. If the altar is destroyed and the ancestral blood is swallowed by the golden winged ROC, he is the 

sinner of the ethnic group, so he begged us to help him summon the ancestor's virtual shadow." 

 

"How to call him?" 

 

When ye Chen heard the words of the God covering demon, he immediately said with burning eyes. At 

the moment, the golden winged ROC wreaks havoc on the altar guard array. If he successfully destroys 

the guard array, he will devour the ancestral blood of the giant group, and the golden winged Dapeng 

will surely attack them. 

 

Help the giant, is to help themselves, ye Chen at the moment very understand this truth, even has been 

reluctant to Jun Mo at the moment also look dignified. 

 

"Need your blood essence." His eyes twinkled. He guessed something, but he was not sure. 

 

"Mine?" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech for a while, he and giant ancestor have no relation, want his blood essence to do 

what. 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo Wen speech is also eye dew surprise color, eyes continue to flow on Ye Chen 

body. 

 

Before entering the realm of nine deaths, Junmo realized that the old man with unfathomable strength 

was very respectful to Ye Chen, which had already made him wonder. At the moment, it was even more 

strange to see that the giant wanted Ye Chen's blood essence to summon the ancestor's empty shadow. 

 

"Who is Ye Chen? It seems that his origin is a little too big..." Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen deeply. 

 

…… 

 



At the same time, China, Kunlun Xu, Lingcheng. 

 

The long silent destruction transmission array even rippled an extremely strong wave! 

 

The dragon soul captain Jin Lengyan's eyes near the transmission array are excited! 

 

Since Zhu Ya's teleportation left, she has come to see the teleportation array of Lingcheng almost every 

day! 

 

Just hope for a miracle! 

 

After all, Zhu Ya was severely damaged by yuan Daofeng at the critical moment of the transmission 

array! 

 

Zhu ya, who was seriously injured, is bound to be dangerous in the land of Lingwu where the powerful 

are like clouds! 

 

It's still a question of whether you can even survive. 

 

The dragon soul once pursued yuan Daofeng, but yuan Daofeng's forces did not look at the dragon soul 

at all! 

 

Even the dragon soul can't enter yuan Daofeng's territory! 

 

From the beginning to the end, yuan Daofeng did not appear! 

 

Even when the dragon soul took out the search warrant, yuan Daofeng was still indifferent! 

 

Yuan Daofeng even used force against his disciples! 

 



Lawlessness to the extreme! 

 

During this period, yuan Daofeng's influence became more and more rampant, and even many powerful 

people of Guangming hall betrayed their faith and joined yuan Daofeng's power! 

 

Yuan Daofeng's reputation is at its peak! 

 

He even wants to surpass the Guangming hall built by Mr. Ye and become the first virtual overlord of 

Kunlun! 

 

Yuan Daofeng's ambition was very strong. He not only gradually encroached and controlled Kunlun Xu, 

but also extended his hand to Huaxia! 

 

The most bizarre thing is that Kunlun's aura is relatively scarce. It should be very difficult to break 

through to yuan Daofeng's realm, but the growth of yuan Daofeng's strength is fantastic! 

 

Jin Lengyan also investigated yuan Daofeng by some means during this period, and she found a 

possibility. 

 

Yuan Daofeng may have left some time ago! 

 

As for where it went, it was never known. 

 

However, the monitoring data of longhun's investigation of China vaguely captured the figure of yuan 

Daofeng. 

 

The location of the other party, some strange, is basically a place of few people. 

 

What is yuan Daofeng going to do? 

 

This is Leng Jin's doubt. 



 

At the moment, Jin Lengyan looks at the wave of the transmission array, hands clenched, Yingqi's eyes 

are full of complexity.Who is behind this! 

 

At this time, the transmission array of the spirit city appeared a pillar of light! 

 

There was a big man in the light column! 

 

Men's eyes are like eagles, a decent black casual wear, but also cut a clean inch. 

 

He looked at everything around him with a smile and white teeth: "I didn't expect that ye Lingtian could 

return to China in this life." 

 

Ye Lingtian once went to look for Zhu Ya and asked him to go with him. Although Zhu Ya was willing to 

go, ye Lingtian could see that Zhu Ya should want to wait for the temple master to come back together. 

He didn't ask for it. So he changed his clothes, cut his hair and went alone. 

 

During this trip, his task is to investigate the change of aura and the xuanbei of reincarnation. 

 

In his opinion, his current strength is enough to win the virtual peak of China and even Kunlun! 

 

However, at the moment, ye Lingtian frowns slightly. 

 

Because he found an invisible rule shrouded in his body, his cultivation and realm were falling. 

 

That's normal! 

 

The master of the temple once told him that if his current strength exceeded the rule of Kunlun void, the 

rules would be bound, but this rule made him feel uncomfortable! 

 



It's like being staring at people! 

 

At the same time, he found a strange blue flame in his elixir field! 

 

The flame turned into an ancient rune. 

 

Seeing this rune, ye Lingtian's expression froze! 

 

This Rune does not belong to Huaxia! 

 

But from the top forces outside the territory, Diyuan hall! 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

Ye Lingtian was stunned. 

 

Even Jin Lengyan didn't even notice when he came to him. 

 

"Master Ye!" Jin Lengyan said excitedly! 

 

She thought about the possibilities of countless people! But never thought it would be ye Lingtian! 

 

The key is ye Lingtian. Although his cultivation has been suppressed, it is also an extremely terrifying 

existence! 

 

Dragon soul and China have hope! 

 

Ye Lingtian returns to his mind from his thoughts, but seeing Jin Lengyan, he nods and says seriously: 

"Captain Jin, go, go to the dragon soul base. You will tell me all the recent things, no matter how big or 

small." 



 

"Good." Jin Lengyan said, and looked at ye Lingtian behind him, as if expecting something. 

 

However, the figure of the man still did not appear. 

 

Ye Lingtian naturally understood what Jin Lengyan was waiting for, and explained: "Captain Jin, there are 

still some private matters to be dealt with by the palace master. After that, he will come back naturally. 

Don't worry." 

 

Jin Lengyan's heroic eyes, such as stars, nodded quickly: "yes, master ye, please follow me!" 
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Kunlun Xu, a huge mountain, 100 meters below the ground. 

 

This is one of the dragon soul bases. 

 

Dragon soul team members and members of the research institute look extremely serious, they skillfully 

control the tablet on their hands. 

 

Or stare at the changes in the data on the big screen. 

 

The changes of aura in 137 places in China were recorded on the big screen. 

 

For the dragon soul, internal trouble is not the most important thing. Yuan Daofeng is hateful, but it is 

not their biggest goal at present. 

 

Their biggest goal is the change of aura. 

 



It's about the safety of more than a billion people. 

 

You can't be careless. 

 

Fortunately, the numbers on the big screen are rising slowly and there is no fatal threat. 

 

The deepest soul of the dragon is a conference room. 

 

Ye Lingtian closes his eyes and leans on a black leather sofa. The golden goose beside him tells us all that 

happened in China and Kunlun in recent years. 

 

Jin Lengyan knows that ye Lingtian has been out there and doesn't know the current situation. 

 

But the actual situation is worse than she described. 

 

Ye Lingtian gradually frowned. I don't know when, he took out a pack of cigarettes from his pocket. He 

had not smoked for many years. His hand shook slightly, and a cigarette was put into his mouth. His 

fingers touched, and a blue flame swirled around his fingertips. 

 

The flame touched the cigarette end and the smoke began to circle. 

 

He had too many doubts in his mind about why there were traces of Chinese action in the palace of 

emperor yuan. 

 

What are they going to do? 

 

In addition, Jin Lengyan mentioned yuan Daofeng many times. 

 

There are too many doubts about this man. 

 



Based on his experience over the years, ye Lingtian thinks that yuan Daofeng may have a lot to do with 

the palace. 

 

But he has no evidence yet. 

 

What makes Ye Ling angry is that the hall master has not returned for many years, and everything here 

has changed. 

 

The hall of light, which once dominated Kunlun Xu, has also changed. 

 

He could not help feeling that his faith had been defeated by the people's heart. 

 

Everyone thought that the temple master died in Lingwu land, but they didn't know that the hall master 

had already stood at the peak of Lingwu land. 

 

"Master ye, are you still listening?" 

 

Jin Lengyan's voice rings again, which brings ye Lingtian back to reality. 

 

Ye Lingtian looked at Jin Lengyan and asked, "did you say that yuan Daofeng might not be in Kunlun? Is 

there any evidence of this? " 

 

Jin Lengyan nodded, handed over a tablet and explained, "although the picture is very fuzzy, it is almost 

certain that yuan Daofeng appeared in other places not long ago." 

 

"As for how he left, I don't know." 

 

"It's similar to the mysterious disappearance of the little girl." 

 

Ye Lingtian put out the smoke in his hand and said, "let's talk about the little girl and the change of aura 

later. Now take me to the place where yuan Daofeng appears." 



 

"I always feel that there is someone behind yuan Daofeng." 

 

Jin Lengyan nodded and said nothing nonsense: "master ye, let's start at once." 

 

"Well." 

 

Ye Lingtian took out the things ye Chen gave him, hesitated for a few seconds, or put it down. 

 

In his opinion, he has not fully checked all these things. If you let the temple master come here rashly, it 

may affect the master's schedule. 

 

When the matter is basically confirmed in the past few days, the temple master can be informed. 

 

"Go." 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the territory of nine deaths. 

 

Ye Chen naturally did not know what happened to ye Lingtian. At the moment, he looked at the giant in 

front of him, and his expression was strange. 

 

The giant leader kneels on the ground and makes a random comparison to Ye Chen. The dark emperor 

and Jun Mo all look at him in a daze, but ye Chen's eyes are frozen. 

 

The giant leader's painting is actually a pattern, a pattern Ye Chen is very familiar with. There is such a 

pattern on the clothes of the former reincarnation Lord. 

 

"It has something to do with previous lives?" 



 

Ye Chen's mind is shaking. He can't help but look at the array which is constantly being ravaged by the 

golden winged Dapeng. Is it possible that the ancestors of the giants have something to do with their 

previous lives? 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

At the moment, the leader of the giant kowtowed to Ye Chen crazily, and his companions all knelt down. 

The scene of tens of thousands of giant bowing down at the same time was extremely shocking. The 

huge head hit the ground, making the earth tremble. 

 

The golden winged Dapeng, who is attacking the altar guard array, also noticed this scene. His eyes were 

cold and said, "what are these guys doing?" 

 

The golden winged ROC suddenly noticed that the giant knelt down to the poor Terran. It seemed that 

the giants had been scared to be stupid by themselves. 

 

The golden winged ROC sneered and even more disapproved of it. Only when the giants were in a hurry 

to seek medical treatment, they again concentrated on attacking the altar's guard array. 

 

At the moment, the bombardment of destroying the heaven and earth is constantly falling down, and 

the protective array of the altar is getting dimmer and even shaking. Obviously, it can't last long.And ye 

Chen kneels in front of a group of giant, also can't bear to let them go on like this again, immediately 

wave a hand to let them stand up, at the same time sacrifice a drop of blood essence. 

 

Ye Chen's blood essence is vast and vast, just like the blood of the Supreme Master. As soon as it 

appears, it causes the earth and the earth to shake. The clouds gather on the sky and thunder thunders, 

and suddenly there is an endless gale between heaven and earth. 

 

And at this moment, the golden winged ROC's men also arrived near the giant's ancestral land, but they 

did not get close, they perceived Ye Chen's blood pressure. 

 

In an instant, countless fierce beasts suddenly fell to the ground, their limbs were stiff and cold, as if the 

sky had come down, which filled their hearts with fear. 



 

"What power is this, what majesty is this? Is it the Supreme Master of the heavens and the earth 

coming?" 

 

A fierce beast of half step mending the sky lay on the ground and couldn't move. At the moment, he 

exclaimed in astonishment. 

 

The golden winged Dapeng, who is attacking the altar guard array, is aware of this blood pressure. For a 

time, the aura in his body is unstable and falls directly from the air. 

 

"What's the matter? The blood of the giant's ancestors? Haven't I broken the guard array yet? " 

 

The golden winged ROC was shocked. The blood pressure was so terrible that he would crush the sky 

and dominate everything. He did not dare to have the slightest resistance. Although the giant ancestors 

were strong, they should not have reached this level. 

 

In a flash, the golden winged Dapeng saw the blood essence offered by Ye Chen, and suddenly his face 

was coagulated. How could this weak human being have such a terrible blood? How many times more 

powerful is this blood vein than the giant ancestors. 

 

"It seems that swallowing this human being is far better than swallowing the blood of giant ancestors!" 

 

The golden winged ROC suddenly gets excited, and the blood in his body surges wildly, and the fierce 

power sweeps out. At the moment, he flies up against the blood pressure of Ye Chen. 

 

Around Ye Chen, the giants saw the blood essence offered by Ye Chen, and all of them cried out for a 

moment, and their bodies trembled with excitement. They were not affected by coercion, because ye 

Chen avoided the shock of blood. 
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Looking at Ye Chen's blood essence, Zha Tian Mo Di also looked at Ye Chen's blood essence. Ye Chen's 

blood essence has not yet reached its previous life's strength, but it is already extremely pure, and it is 

the supreme blood vessel above all the heaven's myriad realms. 

 

It is also because ye Chen's blood essence has not yet reached the level of previous life, ye Chen dare to 

sacrifice the blood essence, or else it will immediately lead to the investigation of people with a mind, 

and lead to a great disaster. 

 

Jun Mo was more frightened when he saw this scene. As a descendant of xuezun, the power of his blood 

was extraordinary. However, compared with Ye Chen, he was shocked. He was afraid that ye Chen's 

identity was terrible. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is already pale, although it is only a drop, but the concentration of this level of 

blood essence for him is also extremely serious consumption. 

 

But it has no effect on the foundation. 

 

"Come on, call on the shadow of your ancestors." Ye Chen looked at the giant leader and said. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

The giant leader immediately kowtowed to Ye Chen three times, and his eyes were grateful and 

respectful. However, as soon as he looked up, he saw that the golden winged ROC was carrying the 

fierce power of destroying the heaven and the earth, and his sharp claws seemed to be tearing the sky 

apart, and they were directly catching Ye Chen. 

 

"Allah 

 

The giant leader rushed to Ye Chen, but did not need him to call, ye Chen also noticed the crisis behind 

him. 

 

Suddenly turning around, ye Chen sees that the golden winged ROC explodes to kill, but he does not 

change his face. The strength of mendianjing is too terrible to resist. 



 

"Huangquan vigorous Qi, burst out!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly runs the huangquan mintian Jue and crushes the sky. It is so vast that the vigorous Qi 

of huangquan, which contains infinite power, suddenly sweeps out. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Huangquan Gang Qi touched the talons of the golden winged Dapeng, but they could not even block 

them. They were directly pierced by the terrible claws tearing apart the sky. 

 

At the same time, Zha Tianmo and Junmo didn't stand aside and started to fight. Even if their strength 

was weak against the golden winged ROC, they would do it as long as they could help Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, hide 

 

Seeing ye Chen roar, the demon emperor of Zhetian roars. The emperor's robe is shocked and furious. 

The evil spirit that destroys the heaven and the earth sweeps out, turns into the shadow of the evil 

emperor and blocks Ye Chen in front of him. At the same time, the endless smoke blade breaks through 

the sky and blows to the golden winged Dapeng. 

 

At the same time, Junmo also broke out. This was the first time that he broke out such a powerful force. 

The endless blood light in his body rushed out, and the blood in his body seemed to be burning and 

boiling, and the blood on the surface of his skin was actually permeated with blood drops. 

 

His eyes became indifferent at this moment, as if there were endless ancient beings coming into his 

body at this moment. 

 

"Blood! Kill the blood thunder 

 

Jun Mo roared up to the sky, and the blood boiling in his body at this moment even drilled through his 

numerous pores, gathering a blood thunder that destroyed the heaven and the earth above the sky. 



 

As soon as the blood thunder appears, it contains a murderous atmosphere like lawlessness. It seems 

that the most evil existence in the world penetrates the heaven and destroys the whole world. It 

explodes and blows to the golden winged ROC in an instant. 

 

"Well, that's interesting." 

 

The golden winged Dapeng sneered at the sudden attack of Zha Tianmo and Junmo. Although he didn't 

pay much attention to the realm of Zha Tianmo and Junmo, he was very interested in the magical power 

they displayed. 

 

"But it's not enough to stop me!" 

 

The golden winged ROC's mouth suddenly drew a sharp radian. At this moment, the golden plume of the 

ROC broke out to reflect the sky, and instantly swept the heaven and earth. 

 

"Boom 

 

Under the shadow of the flare, all the magical powers disappear instantly, and all attacks are vulnerable 

to a single blow. It seems that Yaoguang is the master of the creation of heaven and earth. To punish the 

world and purify the world, the great and mighty power of the world is diffused. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

At the same time, ye Chen three people spit blood at the same time and fly upside down. The magic 

power of the golden winged ROC is so terrible that they can't resist it. At the moment, they just feel 

crushed by the myriad worlds of the heavens, and their bones are broken. 

 

"Is it necessary to use the six ways of reincarnation?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at the golden winged ROC that has exploded from the sky. His eyes are dignified to the 

extreme. Facing the golden winged ROC, he can't even stop him by using the blood moon butcher sky 

chop. There are only six ways of reincarnation. 



 

"Alaazu!" 

 

At this moment, a roar sounded, the giant Leader Holding Ye Chen's blood essence in both hands, and 

suddenly threw it to the altar. 

 

Before the blood essence was close to the altar, the guardian array of the altar seemed to have noticed 

something. It was just like that the guard array suddenly burst out a ray of light, which instantly 

gathered Ye Chen's essence blood into the altar. 

 

Ye Chen's blood essence was dropped on the most central position of the altar. With the fall of the 

blood essence, the altar was countless and incomparable. With its vast power, the Runes of endless 

pressure suddenly lit up. 

 

Ye Chen's blood essence seems to contain endless power, which instantly inspires the altar. The endless 

Rune light on the altar glitters, and a vast and magnificent, ancient and invincible breath overflows.This 

breath is so lawless that it destroys the heaven and the earth. As soon as it appears, all the big trees in 

the sky are broken, and the violent impact even breaks the sky. 

 

"Boom 

 

A loud noise pierced the sky. At the moment, the golden winged ROC was obviously frightened, and his 

body suddenly trembled. In the guard array, there appeared a giant virtual figure who stood up to 

heaven and earth. 

 

The giant's virtual shadow was so huge that it was countless times larger than the giant leader Ye Chen 

met. The towering mountains around him became like toys, and the giant's skin was green, showing 

endless vitality and strength. 

 

at the same time, the giant looked at the golden wings, looking at the endless indifference * as if he 

were looking at an insect. 

 

"Do you dare to attack my descendants?" 



 

The giant suddenly roared, and his momentum burst out, which made the heaven and earth tremble 

endlessly at this moment. The violent power swept over the heaven and earth, and the supreme great 

power broke out like destroying the heaven and destroying the earth. 

 

The giant's palm reached out, and in an instant across the endless void, through the long river of time, 

directly appeared in front of the golden winged ROC, and pinched his neck. 

 

"Ah 

 

Previously lawless and extremely arrogant, the golden winged ROC is full of fear in his eyes at the 

moment. Being held by the giant's virtual shadow, he can't even speak. His whole body is full of breath, 

and he can't even gather a trace of strength. 

 

The golden winged ROC, which fills the sky, is extremely weak in front of the giant's virtual shadow. It is 

even inferior to a mole ant, which makes people shocked. 

 

At the moment, the giant leader and his companions behind him saw the appearance of the giant's 

shadow, their eyes were full of fanatical light, and they knelt down excitedly. 
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At the same time, the dark emperor looked at the empty shadow with deep eyes, while Junmo was 

extremely shocked. He knew why he came here, the blood in his body had been trembling and restless. 

 

There is such a terrible blood hidden in the altar, but it is not condensed in the body like Ye Chen. His 

blood obviously feels the blood of the giant's ancestors, so he is afraid and makes him fear. 

 

Only Ye Chen, looking at the giant's virtual shadow, but the corners of his mouth curled up a touch of 

radiance. He actually felt the incomparable intimacy, as if he had spent countless years with this giant 

virtual shadow, and could trust him completely. 

 



"It's the writing of a previous life again." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the empty shadow and knows that he doesn't know the giant's shadow, but he has 

such a unique feeling, which must be related to the previous life. 

 

"Is this the giant of the wood?" Ye Chen's eyes flashed and looked at the dark devil emperor. 

 

"Yes." The dark emperor nodded at his words, and a touch of praise flashed in his eyes, "and it should be 

the oldest cangmu giant. The cangmu giant born on the giant tree in the sky holds the source of the 

oldest divine tree, and can shake the sky with every move." 

 

"Giant, once the ruler of heaven and earth, the oldest of these giants, each has the greatest power to 

frighten heaven and earth!" 

 

"The oldest giant." Ye Chen nodded slowly. Even if it was just the shadow of the giant of cangmu, the 

strength displayed was so invincible that he must be the best among the giant cangmu. 

 

Otherwise, every giant is so terrible, it is simply the most powerful race, no one can defeat such a group. 

 

At the moment, the shadow of the giant cangmu was holding the neck of the golden winged ROC, and 

the light in his eyes flashed with indifference, and said abruptly, "with you, do you also want to plot my 

blood? You are just a bastard. The real golden winged ROC dare not shout at me. Where are you from 

 

As soon as he said this, the golden winged ROC was shocked to the extreme. He really only contained a 

part of the blood of the golden winged ROC, but it was enough to make him proud, but all this was not 

worth mentioning in the eyes of the giant cangmu. 

 

* you fond dream, day dreaming, you deserve to be punished. 

 

Cangmu giant virtual shadow breath concussion, violent unmatched power swept out in an instant, rich 

source of breath instantly into the body of the golden winged ROC. 

 



In an instant, the flesh of the golden winged ROC was swollen, and the blood belonging to the golden 

winged ROC in his body was stripped out. Drops of pure blood flowed in the sky, releasing endless 

brilliance. 

 

"Ah 

 

The golden winged Dapeng wailed in the sky, his blood was stripped, and the most powerful strength of 

his body was taken away. In a moment, his breath was withered, and his shining feathers were 

darkened. 

 

The sky is filled with the supreme power, like the power of rules, the terror to the extreme. 

 

Cangmu giant virtual shadow, every move seems to be in response to the rules of heaven. 

 

The golden winged ROC shrinks and shrinks in the hands of the giant Xuying, and finally turns into a 

green grey goshawk, whose size is at least ten times smaller. The ferocity and ferocity of his body have 

long disappeared, and the power of mending the heaven suddenly falls to the seventh heaven of the 

holy ancestral realm. 

 

Most fierce beasts rely too much on their own blood. They are proud of their blood, and most of their 

strength is based on blood. At this moment, the blood is pulled away, and the golden winged ROC falls 

from the sky to the endless abyss. 

 

In an instant, the fierce beasts who once followed the golden winged ROC burst out with endless cold 

light. 

 

The golden winged ROC is a tyrannical and unpredictable man. He is also fond of killing his subordinates. 

These fierce beasts are subservient to his ferocious power. Now his power has disappeared and his 

blood has been stripped away. The fierce beasts that have been suppressed by the power suddenly 

erupted. 

 

"They seem to want to talk to you." 

 



At the moment, the shadow of the giant Cang Mu stares at the golden winged roc with endless 

indifference. With a flick of his hand, he immediately throws the golden winged giant into the direction 

of the fierce beasts. 

 

"No! no They'll tear me apart 

 

Golden winged Dapeng is also completely flustered at the moment. Without his ancestral blood, he has 

lost all glory. At the moment, the fierce beasts no longer fear him. On the contrary, the more they fear 

him, the more they want to kill him. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Before the golden winged ROC fell into the fierce herd, a flying snake with two wings growing on its back 

suddenly jumped out and bit the golden winged ROC. 

 

In an instant, the wings of the golden winged ROC were bitten off, countless feathers fell, and blood was 

spilled from the sky. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

The golden winged ROC howled and cursed in pain, and wanted to reprimand the betrayal of his former 

subordinates, but before he finished his words, several fierce beasts had already risen to the sky. 

 

The fierce beasts kill the golden winged ROC in the sky. They are ferocious, and their fierce power is 

unmatched. This is the fierce beast, which is cruel in nature. 

 

Looking at this scene in the sky, ye Chen's eyes flashed a sigh. The golden winged ROC, which had just 

been high above, had been torn apart by fierce beasts and became the food in their mouths. 

 

At the moment, the giant leader and his companions were all excited. The ancestor Xuying was 

invincible. They killed their enemies completely as soon as they started. They felt extremely happy and 

respected Ye Chen more and more."Get out of here 

 



A group of fierce beasts have killed the golden winged Dapeng, but they have not recovered from the 

excitement of killing the former leader. A deep but powerful voice rings out. 

 

The voice shocked the sky and had great power. The fierce beasts looked at the direction of the altar in 

horror. 

 

Cangmu giant looked at them indifferently. His descendants were killed. These fierce beasts also 

participated, but he was not interested in attacking these guys. 

 

If he is in danger and wants to exterminate all the enemies of the younger generation, his younger 

generation will have little success in the end. He will fight for everything on his own, and he will not pave 

the road straightly, which will harm the younger generation. 

 

As soon as the giant of cangmu opened his mouth, the fierce beasts ran away in a hurry and did not dare 

to stay. In a moment, the forest became silent. 

 

At the moment, all people's eyes are focused on Ye Chen, including the giant cangmu, also including the 

dark sky devil emperor and Jun mo. 

 

Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen with profound eyes. He knows that ye Chen has the supreme fortune, but he 

has no plan for ye Chen's fate. He knows that ye Chen's existence is not his idea at all. If he dares to 

attack Ye Chen, he will fall into an endless abyss. 

 

While the shadow of cangmu giant looks at Ye Chen, ye Chen also looks up at cangmu giant. 

 

With his eyes on each other, the indifference in the eyes of the giant cangmu is no longer, but endless 

reverence and remembrance. 

 

At the same time, the giant's eyes also contain endless wisdom, but at a glance, ye Chen felt that he had 

been completely seen through, and his face changed slightly. 

 



Cangmu giant seems to have seen through Ye Chen's thoughts. At the moment, he just looked at Ye 

Chen and did not talk to him. He seemed not to know ye Chen. Instead, he turned his eyes to the giant 

leaders. 

 

"My blood power will be exhausted completely. From now on, everything depends on you. This is a 

trace of blood essence of golden winged Dapeng. I will integrate it into your blood, and I will do my best 

in the future." 

 

Said the giant of cangmu in a loud voice. With a wave of his hand, the golden light on the sky was bright. 

The essence of the golden winged Dapeng reflected in the sky trembled at the moment. 
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With endless ferocious power circulating, the giant of cangmu suddenly aimed at the giant leader's 

fingers, and the fierce and powerful essence and blood turned into tens of millions of parts, which were 

shot into each giant's eyebrows on average. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Bursts of sound resounded, the giant leader and his men actually lit up a golden light, their Qi and blood 

concussion, at the moment, the cangmu giant used the supreme power to force the blood of the golden 

winged ROC into their bodies. 

 

Gradually, the momentum of the giants became more and more fierce, and even many people broke 

through instantly. The giant leader was one of them. 

 

After a while, the giants opened their eyes one after another, their eyes were bright and bright, and 

there was a touch of golden awn flowing by. They successfully integrated the blood of the golden 

winged ROC, allowing them to see farther, fly higher, speed faster, and have stronger talent! 

 

After all this, the giant cangmu seems to be a little tired. After all, he is just a shadow, and his blood 

power will be exhausted completely. At the moment, the shadow is dim. 



 

In the end, the giant looked at Ye Chen and knelt on his knees in silence towards the location of Ye Chen. 

Then he turned into countless light spots and slowly dissipated. 

 

When Junmo sees this scene, his pupil shrinks again, and he looks at Ye Chen in astonishment. He 

thought Ye Chen might have some connection with cangmu giant, but it is only the elders of Ye Chen's 

family who have friendship with the giant cangmu. 

 

But at the moment, the propriety of the cangmu giant to Ye Chen is obviously the courtesy of the lower 

level to the superior. And the cangmu giant's existence is so terrible that he has to bow down to Ye 

Chen. What a terrible thing it is. 

 

When Jun Mo's heart was shocked, the giant leader looked at the disappearing ancestor's empty 

shadow, and a touch of sadness flashed in his eyes. 

 

The giant's mood at this moment is a little lost, the ancestral blood strength exhausted, the virtual 

shadow dissipated, which means that they will never see their ancestors again, which makes them very 

sad. 

 

At the same time, the giants also bow down and hum a song that ye Chen can't understand. This ballad 

contains inexplicable rule power. Where the shadow of the giant disappeared, the Golden Lotus fell and 

the peanut disappeared. 

 

This is the giant to send off their ancestors, to express their reverence and love for their ancestors. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen looks at the sky and feels the breath left before the disappearance of the dark 

wood giant's shadow, and feels incomparably cordial. 

 

After seeing off the giant, the giants got up again and their eyes became firm. 

 

At the moment, they look at Ye Chen, with a touch of gratitude in their eyes. It is Ye Chen who asks 

them to summon the shadow of their forefathers to survive the danger of extermination. 

 



What's more, when the ancestors dissipated, a voice also sounded in their minds. 

 

Let them give priority to Ye Chen. The words of our ancestors are the imperial edict, and the giants will 

not question it at all. 

 

"Alar'amoda..." 

 

The giant leader looked at Ye Chen and said respectfully. At this moment, ye Chen could understand the 

giant leader's words, which was obviously done before the wood giant dissipated. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect the giants to offer themselves as the Lord, but he also guessed that this was what 

the giant of cangmu asked for, so he didn't refuse. 

 

After becoming the master of the giant, ye Chen also raised a question, which is why he has been 

wondering why the giant knows that his blood essence can summon the shadow of the wood giant. 

 

"Lord, please come with me." 

 

Although the giant leader spoke the language of the giant, but falling into Ye Chen's ear was his most 

familiar language. At the moment, he couldn't pick his eyebrows. 

 

Ye Chen followed the giant leader into the forest, but Zha Tianmo and Junmo didn't follow. They saw the 

guard in the eyes of the giant leader and knew that the giant leader wanted to Tell ye Chen what he 

didn't want them to know. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen and the giant leader came to a secret place. The giant leader looked around 

and made sure that no one was watching. He took out an object mysteriously. 

 

It turned out to be a mural. The people on the mural make ye Chen's eyes twinkle. The people on the 

mural are the reincarnation masters of previous lives. 

 



Even if you are on the mural, the grand momentum of the reincarnation master is also displayed 

incisively and vividly, which makes the mural exude endless majesty and invincible momentum. 

 

What is engraved on the mural is the master of reincarnation standing on a mountain top, and there are 

countless figures kneeling on one knee and saluting respectfully below. One of the tallest is the giant of 

cangmu. 

 

"I see." 

 

Ye Chen knows that this mural is probably inherited by the giants from generation to generation. Every 

giant leader will take care of this mural, so when the giant leader sees himself, he will immediately 

realize that he can awaken the shadow of the giant in the dark wood. 

 

Since ye Chen has become the master of the giants, he wants to take them away from this land of right 

and wrong. After all, the situation of nine deaths is too dangerous and there are countless crises. After 

he rescued ye luo'er, he also wants to leave, unable to protect the giants. 

 

Just heard Ye Chen's words, the giant leader actually refused. It turned out that they were in the 

situation of death, and they had a mission. 

 

It's just that the task was left by our ancestors. They asked them to stay here. One day, they would use 

it. As for the specific content of the task, they were not clear. 

 

However, no matter what, the giant will comply with the requirements of the giant, and ye Chen is also 

aware that the giant may have a good relationship with the previous life. This task may be related to the 

foreshadowing left by the previous life, so he did not ask for it any more.Later, the giant leader asked Ye 

Chen to stay. They wanted to entertain Ye Chen, but ye Chen refused. He wanted to look for ye luo'er 

and could not stay here too long. 

 

"Have you ever seen a man with a broken arm and a girl?" 

 

Ye Chen thought that the giants were in the situation of nine deaths for countless years. He might be 

very familiar with it. He might have seen Xuanyuan moxie and ye luo'er, so he couldn't help asking. 

 



Hearing this, the giant leader blinked his eyes and thought seriously. After a moment, he clapped his 

hands, looked at Ye Chen and said, "yes, in the lava Valley, two people fell from the sky that day." 

 

According to the description of the leader of the giant, one of the fallen people had broken his arm, and 

his whole body was full of heavenly spirit, while the other was shrouded in the supreme divine power. 

The giants were afraid of the fury of the divine power, so they did not go to investigate. 

 

According to the description of the giant leader, this is obviously Xuanyuan Mo Xie and ye luo'er. Ye 

Chen's eyes are sharp for a moment. 

 

"Lava Valley, where is it?" 

 

Ye Chen was excited, momentum burst out, his clothes silent automatic, violent breath flow, destruction 

rules in the void, scared giant leader almost knelt on the ground. 

 

"In the southeast direction, it was originally in our territory, but it was occupied by the golden winged 

Dapeng and given to several of his subordinates. One of them seems to be the evil war monkey." 

 

The giant's leader answered quickly. 

Chapter 3569 

 

 

 

"Evil monkey? What strength? " Ye Chen eyebrows a pick, open mouth asks a way. 

 

"The strength is not strong, the Lord can crush him with one finger." Said the giant leader respectfully. 

 

Smell speech Ye Chen but can't help but laugh, this giant leader looks honest, did not expect to flatter. 

 

"Well, the tribe has just settled down. Go back and deal with tribal affairs." 

 



Ye Chen immediately waved his hand, let the giant leader to do his own thing, there is no need to follow 

him all the time. 

 

Hearing this, the leader of the giant nodded, and the giant tribe was killed by the golden winged 

Dapeng. At this moment, the crisis has been solved. However, there are also countless things to be dealt 

with, which really need him to solve. 

 

The leader of the giant left with the giants. Ye Chen also found the dark devil emperor and Junmo. The 

three of them walked together again and set out to the lava valley. 

 

"Ye Chen, why are you here?" 

 

Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen, hesitates for a long time, or can't help but ask. He is curious about ye Chen's 

identity, but he is afraid that ye Chen's identity is very frightening. He knows that he may get into 

trouble, but he can't control himself, so he is ready to beat around the bush. 

 

"Ha ha." 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech and laughs indifferently. His eyes are deep, which makes Jun Mo's heart 

thump. He knows that his mind has been seen through by Ye Chen. 

 

However, ye Chen is not angry about this. If he doesn't say anything, Jun Mo can't know his identity. 

 

"I'm here to find someone." 

 

Ye Chen takes back his sight and looks at the endless mountains in front of him, and says with deep 

eyes. 

 

"Looking for someone?" Jun Mo a Leng, the nine dead place is mysterious and ethereal. Who is Ye Chen 

looking for here? Is it the person who once fought in the nine death state? 

 



Junmo knew very well that there had been a terrible battle to destroy the heaven and the earth in the 

situation of nine deaths, and all the people in that battle were extremely strong and superior to the 

heaven. 

 

After the battle, these people either fell down or left the nine dead state. Even if ye Chen was looking 

for these people, he should not go to the nine death situation? 

 

"Hum!" When Junmo is thinking wildly, the dark emperor is a cold hum. He is very dissatisfied with Jun 

Mo's careful thinking. His momentum breaks out, and the invisible killing opportunity flows out. 

 

Jun Mo immediately noticed, can't help but shut his mouth, he actually has no bad thoughts, just 

curiosity, but also clear that this is not really what he should inquire about. 

 

Ye Chen saw the situation with a smile, and then opened his mouth: "I can't tell you who to look for, but 

they fell into the state of nine death after tearing the passage, so I'm going to look for it here." 

 

Hearing this, Jun Mo's eyes flashed suddenly. He also heard about the broken passage, and some people 

fell into the situation of nine deaths. 

 

However, the probability of such a thing is very small. If the passage is broken, the place of falling can't 

be predicted at all, and the possibility of falling into the situation of nine deaths is even less. I didn't 

expect Ye Chen to encounter such a thing. 

 

"It must be a very important person to allow such a big man to enter the realm of death regardless of 

danger." 

 

Jun Mo's eyes flashed. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen three people have also come to the giant leader's mouth in the lava valley. 

 

On the way forward, ye Chen and his three men met many fierce beasts. After all, they were the 

territory of the golden winged Dapeng in the past. He gave them to the fierce beasts, so there were 

numerous fierce beasts here. 



 

It's just that these fierce beasts have seen Ye Chen three people in the giant's ancestral land before, and 

their strength is also very good. They dare not obstruct them at all, they just watch ye Chen three 

people move forward. 

 

Lava Valley, which has experienced a wave of animals, has lost its former appearance, but is full of white 

bones. 

 

But at the moment Ye Chen is also aware of the breath left by Ye luo'er, and her eyes can't help blinking. 

 

In addition to the breath of Ye luo'er, there is another dragon breath similar to ye luo'er, but the 

strength seems to be more powerful and surpasses the holy ancestral realm. 

 

In addition, the most obvious thing should be a group of thick and incomparable flesh and blood on the 

white bones of the lava Valley, which exudes the extremely fishy smell, as well as the ferocity of fierce 

beasts. 

 

"What is this?" 

 

Ye Chen frowns slightly, vaguely guessing that ye luo'er may be in danger here. However, when he 

carefully investigates the blood and flesh of the group, he discovers a kind of evil spirit. This should be 

the hand of the golden winged Dapeng in the mouth of the giant leader, the evil war monkey. 

 

There have been battles here. Ye Chen knows this very well, and now he can't help worrying about ye 

luo'er. 

 

Ye luo'er was attacked by Xuan Jiyue and fell into a situation of nine deaths. I'm afraid his injury is very 

serious. Although there is another dragon breath here, it can't be determined whether it is the enemy or 

the friend. If ye luo'er is plotting against ye luo'er, it will be terrible. 

 

"No, I'm going to find out about lol!" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are Ling ran, intercepting a section of Ye luo'er's breath between heaven and earth, and 

then displays the bright eye of the demon cave. 

 

"Boom 

 

Infinite forces emerge between the heaven and the earth, inexplicable rules and waves sweep through, 

and the breath of Hongmeng circulates. Ye Chen's eyes are instantly filled with pictures, but they are all 

illusions, and they can't really see them.At the same time, ye Chen's head seems to be flooded with 

countless information, the pain is incomparable, and the breath of destruction is emerging from ye 

Chen. 

 

This is the rule of heaven and earth, which does not allow Ye Chen to spy on ye luo'er. It is obvious that 

ye luo'er also contains great cause and effect. However, ye Chen is worried about ye luo'er's safety, 

regardless of the suppression of the rules of heaven and earth, and forcibly peeps. 

 

"Get out of here!" 

 

Ye Chen roared and urged the endless power in his body. However, everything in front of him was still 

like a mirror. Even ye Chen's eyes still shed blood and tears, which was the reverse of his eyes. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen a mouthful of blood spurts out, the breath immediately withers down. 

 

Seeing this scene, Zha Tianmo Di's face changed slightly, and then he said, "Ye Chen, you can't be forced 

to investigate, or you may be killed by backfire!" 

 

He knew that there were so many secrets between heaven and earth that they could not be 

investigated. Even if they touched a little bit, they would have to pay an extremely terrible price and 

suffer terrible consequences. 

 



Jun Mo's face changed slightly at this time. Although he didn't know what secret method Ye Chen was 

using, it was obvious that it was a side effect of exploring the natural mechanism, and ye Chen was 

disobeying the will of heaven and earth. 

 

"No! I must find out the trace of lol! " 

 

Ye Chen is very firm in his heart. Ye luo'er is very important to him. He does not allow her to encounter 

danger. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen roared, the sky suddenly burst, endless thunder rolling down, ye Chen's 

momentum burst, destroying the sky and earth like waves swept across the four sides. 

 

"Six ways of reincarnation!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, and a bloody moon appears behind him at this moment, and there is an 

endless breath of Hongmeng. 

 

The blood moon is floating in the sky, and the momentum of destroying the heaven and the earth 

covers the nine death state, as if to tear the whole nine death state completely, and countless creatures 

look at the sky in horror. 

 

At the moment, in the boundless Hongmeng Qi behind Ye Chen, the six samsara looms under the shade 

of blood light. Ye Chen wants to cover the breath of the six samsara methods with the force of blood 

moon and Hongmeng Qi, so as to see where ye luo'er is. 

 

The six ways of reincarnation contains endless great power, which is grand and majestic, and surpasses 

the heaven. 
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At the moment, everything in front of Ye Chen suddenly becomes clear. He vaguely sees mountains, but 

he has not seen ye luo'er's figure. 



 

"Show me now!" 

 

Ye Chen's body suddenly cracked at the moment, and countless blood gushed out from the wound. The 

heavy pressure of the six samsara method seems to be rolled down by the myriad worlds in the 

heavens, which makes Ye Chen extremely miserable. 

 

However, ye Chen still forcefully urges the six ways of reincarnation to see ye luo'er's trace. At the 

moment, the picture in his eyes is changing. Although there is no ye luo'er, he has already captured ye 

luo'er's breath. 

 

"Soon, soon!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, and the pressure on his body to wear out the sky is more and more terrible. 

He grits his teeth and continues to insist. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, thousands of miles away from ye Chen's place, several figures were flying over the sky. 

They were majestic and majestic, and their violent Hongmeng breath flowed around. They were all great 

powers to break the sky. 

 

What these figures attack is a blood red heart the size of a fist. This heart exudes the breath of the 

vicissitudes of life to the extreme, as if it had existed before the opening of heaven and earth. 

 

The heart is still beating, every beat will burst out endless blood light, at the same time, there is a vast to 

the extreme power, this power appears out of thin air, as if to destroy the eternal. 

 

Even let the void ripple, tearing countless spaces, breaking countless mountains and rivers. 

 

The heart sends out endless blood, which permeates the heaven and earth, and even condenses into a 

series of blood arrows, which are extremely sharp, destroying the heaven and earth, and penetrating 

through the ages! 



 

The fierce and incomparable blood gas arrow flies unceasingly to attack several figures which besiege it, 

but these people are laughing at the moment. 

 

A total of four people, the momentum of the outbreak of the body are destroyed, even if the face of the 

heart is slightly inferior, but the four people work together to suppress the heart to death. 

 

"Hum, the heart of blood you must be obtained by us today. Don't struggle!" 

 

A strong besieged man laughs at the moment. His eyes are full of greedy light. His heart of blood is a 

supreme treasure, which can greatly improve his strength. Even they are salivating. 

 

But at this moment, ye Chen's six samsara method breaks out, the distance is too far, the four strong 

besieged don't notice anything, but the heart of Xueyou beats violently. 

 

"No, this bloody heart is crazy!" 

 

The four strong men suddenly changed their faces, and the extremely terrible breath overflowed from 

the heart of destruction. The momentum of destroying the heaven and the earth swept over the four 

sides, as if the hell was coming at this moment, and the sky became dim. 

 

This is the heart of blood you want to explode! 

 

The four strong men were terrified, so they quickly dodged. The blood deep heart contains infinite 

power. At this moment, if they blow themselves up, they can't stop them. Even if they don't die, they 

will be seriously injured. 

 

"Damn it, would you rather blow yourself up than let us get it?" The four strong men were gloomy. 

 

Blood you heart burst out of the momentum is more and more terrible, heaven and earth at this 

moment as if to overturn, all the heaven and earth are to be destroyed, four strong people nearly scared 

out of their wits, rushed to escape. 



 

"Hide 

 

The four strong men broke out at full speed and fled to the distance crazily. At the same time, their 

hearts were filled with resentment. Unexpectedly, the heart of Xueyou gave birth to self-consciousness. 

The treasure of virtue lived in it, but it did not want to be taken in, and would rather destroy itself than 

let them refine. 

 

But in the four strong escape moment, the heart of blood you suddenly convergence all momentum, it is 

actually in camouflage, camouflage to explode! 

 

"What?" 

 

When the four strong men noticed this scene, they couldn't believe it. At the moment, the heart of 

blood you had burst out, even penetrated the space and disappeared instantly. 

 

"How cunning this fellow is 

 

A strong man can't help but scold. Under the fury, his momentum surges and his fury is incomparable. 

The power of destroying the heaven and the earth sweeps the four sides, and the mountains are all 

blown apart. 

 

"Don't let it run away, cunning fellow. I must refine it!" 

 

Another strong man with a ferocious face roared, and then the four shot out again, following the breath 

left by the heart of blood. 

 

At the same time, the blood heart penetrates the infinite space, and its self-consciousness is in the 

extreme rage at the moment. 

 

The owner of Xueyou heart has been dead for countless years, but when the master died, he left a faint 

sense of consciousness. In the heart of Xueyou, he was expecting to be reborn. 



 

It is just that Xueyou heart does not have the conditions for rebirth. When the master of Xueyou heart 

fell down, he was limited by the supreme enemy and was completely wiped out. This also made the 

master of Xueyou heart hate the supreme enemy to the utmost. 

 

Even though countless years have passed, the residual consciousness in the heart of Xueyou is gradually 

growing. After countless things, everything in that year has been pressed in the depth of my mind. 

 

But at the moment, sensing the breath of the six ways of reincarnation, the consciousness of the heart 

of blood still breaks out. He is furious, endless resentment emerges, and even changes the world. 

Because the supreme enemy who killed him at the beginning is the Lord of reincarnation! 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, you appear again, I must kill you!"The heart of blood you is furious and has no 

match to the direction of Ye Chen. All the space along the way has been smashed. It has already realized 

that the strength of the reincarnation master is weak, even it is not as good as it. It has a chance to 

revenge! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is still forced to run the six samsara method to explore the mystery of heaven 

and find ye luo'er. 

 

Just when ye Chen was about to find out, there was a flash of blood in the sky. The blood light contained 

the ferocious power of destroying the heaven and the earth. It was vast and ancient, and the breath of 

vicissitudes reached the extreme. 

 

Boundless killing and resentment make the sky change color, wind and clouds, thunder roar. 

 

Seeing this blood light, Junmo instantly noticed that the blood in his body began to beat, in excitement, 

in cheering, passed on to his endless desire to swallow. 

 

Junmo instantly realized that the blood light was the heart of blood, which was the purpose of his 

entering into the realm of nine deaths. But at the moment, he did not dare to capture the heart of blood 

you, because the power and momentum of the heart of blood you surpassed the holy ancestral realm 

and reached the realm of mending heaven. 

 



"How can the heart of blood you be so powerful, and it seems to come towards our position, what is this 

for?" 

 

Jun Mo's face changed greatly. Under the outbreak of blood you's heart, endless killing intention and 

resentment can make people lose their mind. It's terrible. What kind of deep hatred can burst out such 

momentum. 

 

And at this moment, Zha Tianmo Di also noticed the blood you heart, he also noticed that the blood you 

heart erupted out of the murderous resentment, unexpectedly all of them came to Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, stop, we're going!" Cover day evil emperor facial expression changes slightly, looking at Ye 

Chen Li to drink a way. 

 

Hearing the words of Zha Tian Mo Di, ye Chen's eyes flashed a little unwilling. He was just a little close to 

seeing ye luo'er's figure, but he didn't expect an accident happened at the moment. 

 

Ye Chen has already realized the arrival of the heart of blood you. After all, the rage is incomparable. 

The killing intention and resentment of destroying heaven and earth are all directed at him. Of course, 

he can feel it. 

 


